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                        Copyright 

=============================================================================== 
This guide was written by Chao Min Wu (Zoelius) and edited by Ashley Kolisnyk 
or previously known as Zoel Giradel in Gamefaqs. 

This guide cannot be reproduced under any circumstances except for personal  
private use. It may not be published on any website or otherwise distributed  
publicly at all, no exceptions. This guide shall only be allowed for public  
display on www.gamefaqs.com, www.supercheats.com and www.neoseeker.com. 
Any other use is strictly prohibited and is a violation of copyright laws.  

Please don't send me flames and spam via email, as it will be immediately  
deleted and your email address will be blocked. 

PayPal Donation 
=============== 
If you want to make a small contribution to this guide, you can send it to my 
paypal account at "Chaomin@gmail.com". Any amount is very much appreciated. 

*This Guide is incomplete, and will be slowly done as time comes. 
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=============================================================================== 
1A        About Nayuta no Kiseki 
=============================================================================== 

Nayuta no Kiseki is an action role-playing game created by Nihon Falcom. The 
game title contains the word "Kiseki" which is also known as the Trails series 
in North America. Although it contain Kiseki in the title, the game plays  
drastically different then its Kiseki counterpart, and its very similar to  
another Falcom series known as Zwei!!.  

=============================================================================== 
2A       Main Character Profile 
=============================================================================== 

 ======================== 
\    Nayuta Herschel    / 
 ======================= 

Info  : A young man that seeks to explore the mysteries of the world. 
    Nayuta and his best friend "Signa" formed a guild that help 
    the people in Remnant Island. 

Voice Actor     : Kaori Mizuhashi 
     
**  US NAME / JP NAME  ** 
 ======================== 
\         Noi           / 
 ======================= 

Info  : A fairy like girl that meets Nayuta and forever changing 
    his life. Noi is seeking for a mysterious object called the 
                  "Master Gear" which was stolen. 

Voice Actor     : Ai Kayano    

=============================================================================== 

            Main Walkthrough 
(Section 3) 
=============================================================================== 

As you start a new game, the game will let you choose a difficulty option. 
Pick the difficulty level that is most suitable to your play style. 

        Easy   Normal   Hard  Infinity* (Requires Clearing the 
---------------------------------------------------    game at least once.) 
|Damage from Traps  |70%   |100%   |200%   |250%   |  



|Damage from falling|HP -7%|HP -10%|HP -20%|HP -50%| 
|Damage Dealt       |70%   |100%   |75%    |50%    | 
|Damage Taken       |150%  |100%   |200%   |250%   | 
 -------------------------------------------------- 

=============================================================================== 
    _____                           
   (, /   )        /)               
    _/__ / __  ___// ___    _    _  
    /     / (_(_)(/_(_)(_(_(_/__(/_  --- Section 3A ---- 
 ) /                      .-/       
(_/                      (_/        

=============================================================================== 

-----------------------+-------Remnant Island-------+-------------------------- 

Map  
--- 

                       
                                                 
           
     Tower Ruins 
   ^  
                     Beach 2          Portal      
          ^    ^ 
        Beach<----- Town Square ----->(Nayuta) Herschel's House  
                [ Weapon Shop   ] 
   |  [ General Store ] 
                        |  [ Bar][Ginny's House] 
          V 
                    Harbour 
                     [Fisherman's House] 
            [ Museum ] 

Once you have finish the introduction event, the game will let take control 
of Nayuta. The screen should open pointers on the controls. 

L and R   = Rotate Artes 
Triangle  = Roll 
Square    = Request Talk / Artes 
X         = Jump 
O         = Confirm / Attack 
Select    = Objective (Points to the next area) 
Start     = Camp (MenU) 

Anyways leave your house and examine the mail box right beside Signa. Letters 
received from the mail box are request, you can choose to finish them or skip 
it all together. I highly recommend finishing them, as a lot of the side quest 
have some connection to the main scenario. The first two quest will be part 
of the main story, so head to the clients and accept the task.  



*Make sure you use the Square button for any quest related events. 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Quest 1: Creating a Lunchbox            | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Client: Dorado          | Location: (Remnant Islands) Town Square       | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Task: Dorado is in the main square, Nayuta will automatically point you      | 
|towards Dorado as you are about approach him, so you can't miss him.         | 
|To accept the request, you will have to use the Square button to speak with  | 
|him. Once you have done that, return home and speak to Artha(Nayuta's Sister)| 
|, then speak to Dorado again.            | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Reward: 50 Mira             | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

*From now on you can speak to Artha to haver her make a lunchbox. You can also 
access the cooking option in the menu. Lunchbox canbe consume to restore HP  
and increase your exp points. 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Quest 1: Sword Practice            | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Client: Olbas         | Location: (Remnant Islands) Beach Area          | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Task: There will be a beach area on the west side of town, there you will see| 
|a cutscene with Olbas as you enter. Speak to Olbas and accept his request    | 
|then equip the Wood Sword. Once you have equipped the Wood Sword, Speak to   | 
|Olbas with the Square Button. Destroy the training dummies and then defeat   | 
|the monsters in the next scene.           | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Reward: Wood Sword             | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Once you have finish the two request, return back home and watch the event  
scene. Speak to Signa once you are ready to leave. 

-----------------------+--------- Tower Ruins-------+-------------------------- 

The first dungeon, everything here is pretty straightforward, just follow the 
path, the game will offer you some basic tutorials. 

 ================== 
|Treasure Checklist| 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|[ ]   50 Mira             |               |               | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

===== Chain ===== 

Based on the amount of hits you have done to monsters. After reaching a 
certain amount, you will receive a temporary status bonus. 

==== Destroying Objects === 

You might find obstacle blocking your way, you can destroy them to find hidden 



items. 

==== Double Jump === 

Unlike most Action RPGs, Nayuta starts with the double jump feature, you can 
use it to reach higher places. 

Now once you have reached to the top of the tower, watch the event scene. You 
will be introduce to Nol. Now follow Nol, and enter the gate by the tree. 

=============================================================================== 
 )   ___                               _   
(__/_____) /)                        / /   
  /       (/   _  __  _/_  _  __      /    
 /        / )_(_(_/_)_(___(/_/ (_    /    --- Section 3B ---- 
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=============================================================================== 

-----------------------+--------- Star Garden-------+-------------------------- 

You now have control of the world map function, with this you can move to  
Oltapia, Forest Region. You can either continue on by clearing Oltapia, Jungle 
or return home and pick up some side quests from your mail box. Before you  
run to the quest destination, you should head to the harbour and speak to the  
NPC "Arcuira" by the very south end of map. You will receive a Star Fragment  
from him. 

Star Fragments can be view with the Star Reading Machine at the second floor 
of your house. 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Quest 3: Belle's Challenge            | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Client: Belle        | Location: (Remnant Islands) Fisherman's house         | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Task: Find Belle and accept her game. Then go to the balcony of the General  | 
|Store, you should find a flyer hanging. Examine the flyer, then head back to | 
|your house, and go to the roof and examine the telescope. Then head to the   | 
|Town Square and speak to the Guard "Dorado", you will find a clue attach to  | 
|his back. Now take the west exit out to the beach, then examine the boat.    | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Reward: Kamikami Bone   /    200 Mira           | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Quest 4: Gift of Gratitude            | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Client: Skulp        | Location: (Remnant Islands) Near Ginny's House        | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



|Task: You can find Skulp on the path right below the General Store. Speak to | 
|him and accept his request. Then speak to Sasha at the General Store. You    | 
|will need to find an item called the Eternal Rose. You can find it in the    | 
|Oltapia Forest, (Mountain Path).           | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Reward: 100 Mira, Tomato Gem            | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

=============================================================================== 
Section 4        Weapon List 
=============================================================================== 

 ================= ===========     =========== 
|One Hand Swords  |   Status  |           | Location  | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Wood Sword       | STR +10    | Quest No. 2         | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Short Sword      | STR +20    | Weapon Shop (Price 900 Mira)      | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Legion Knife   | STR +50    | Weapon Shop (Price 2500 Mira)     | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Cresent Sword   | STR +80    | Weapon Shop (Price 3500 Mira) *   | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Crystal Edge     | STR +120    | Treasure : Spirit Mountains (Fall)| 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Durandal         | STR +150    | Weapon Shop (Price 20000 Mira) *  | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Executor         | STR +190    | Treasure : Heliograd Middle Area  | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Seven Heaven     | STR +230 / INT +30   | Treasure : Field of Light         | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Chrono Blade     | STR +280 / DEF +30   | Quest : Destroy the Four Statues  | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Realm Sword      | STR +300 / INT +200   | Finish all 30 Forging Events      | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ================= ===========     =========== 
|Two Handed Weapon|   Status  |           | Location  | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Wood Cutter Axe  | STR +15    | Weapon Shop (Price 200 Mira)      | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Spike Mace       | STR +35    | Treasure: Mythical Sea Tunnel     | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Priesta   | STR +65    | Weapon Shop (Price 2500 Mira)     | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Rune Axe   | STR +100    | Weapon Shop (Price 3500 Mira) *   | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Sledgehammer     | STR +140    | Weapon Shop (Price 8000 Mira) *   | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Moon Rosso       | STR +180    | Treasure : Underworld Crater      | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Crimson Sword    | STR +200    | Finish 50% of Forging Event       | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Lost Dragoon     | STR +250    | Weapon Shop (Price 35000 Mira) *  | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



|Caladbolg        | STR +300    | Weapon Shop (Price 90000 Mira) *  | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Meteor Buster    | STR +400 / DEF +50    | Strongest Weapon Forging Event    | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

=============================================================================== 
Section 5             Artes 
=============================================================================== 
Once Nol joins your party, you can use Nol to dish out magic spells with the 
Square button. Magic spells usage and power can be increased.  

 ================= =================================== 
|Spring Magic     |   Status  |   Usage   | Location  | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Plum Shoot       | ATK: 4-41 |  20-99   | Initial Magic        | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|Description: Fire projectiles at a very fast speed.         | 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

=============================================================================== 
   Special Thanks and Credits 
=============================================================================== 

I would like to thank Falcom, for making great games and always leave a thrist 
for more. You just can never have enough Falcom products. 

Additional Gameplay Data is found from  

http://nayuta-wiki.com/ 

Some of the Ascii Artwork is generated from the website 

http://www.network-science.de/ascii/ 

Jonathan Lee, or Funktastic in Destructoid, for just good old times. 
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